




Measures, Shape & Space
Navigation
Lesson 1



Introductions

• Why am I here?

• You will still have your lessons with Anna and Dawn.

• You will still get one-to-one support at ReachOut.

• The CGP textbooks are a fantastic resource for your revision.

• You can use your phone when prompted, and also as a calculator.



Android Apple

Rotate your phone in the calculator app to reveal additional functions.



PowerPoint Slides Online
www.reachoutcf.com

www.reachoutcf.com/resources

http://www.reachoutcf.com/
http://www.reachoutcf.com/resources


Scan the QR Code



Session Intentions: Monday 20th Feb 2023

• To use positional vocabulary (appropriate wording) to describe 
position and direction.

• To use angles when describing position and direction, and measure 
angles in degrees.

• To describe a route from ReachOut to the Train Station.

• To introduce Ordnance Survey Maps.



Navigation
NOUN the process or activity of accurately ascertaining one’s position 

and planning and following a route.

From the Latin: navigatio – the act of sailing or voyaging.



A-maze-ing Directions.

• Split into two equal teams.
• Each team will be given a simple maze with a start and finish point.
• Solve the maze in your group (find the shortest route through).
• Write down a list of simple directions to solve your maze.
• You have 10 minutes.

• Each team will then be given a copy of the maze the other team had.
• Each team will then read out their instructions and the other team will use 

these directions alone to navigate the maze.
• You will score the other teams directions based upon clarity and whether 

or not they got you out of the maze.



Example
• Walk forward two squares.

• Turn right and walk forward one square.

• Turn left and walk forward one square.

• Turn left and walk forward one square.

• Turn right and walk forward three 
squares.

• Turn left and walk forward two squares.

• Turn right and walk forward one square.

• Turn right and walk forward two squares.

• Exit the maze to the left.



Maze puzzle 1



Maze puzzle 2



Thirty 
Seconds 
Left…



Review the directions you were given
• Score the other team based upon:

• Clarity of instructions.  Were they easy to understand?               / 5
(Note: Directions can be clear even if they are not accurate!)

• How far in the maze did you progress? (5 points if all the way) / 5

• Overall score out of 5? / 5
(Would you ask this team for directions again?)

Total Score: / 15       



Question: What are the most 
important features of 
Navigational instructions?

• Direction – Which way to go.

• Distance – How far to move in a certain direction.

• What else could be useful?

• Starting Point, Finishing Point.

• Time taken - Duration



Discussion: What forms of navigation have you used?



Describing Movement – Left and Right
• Left and Right

• Remember, if you are facing somebody, their left and right will be reversed from your perspective.  
A similar concept would be watching actors on a stage – stage left and stage right.



Describing Movement – Clockwise and 
Anticlockwise
• We can describe turning movements with reference to a clock.



Describing Movement – Clockwise and 
Anticlockwise Turns
• How many degrees in a whole turn?
• 360

• How many degrees in a half turn?
• 180

• How many degrees in a quarter turn?
• 90

• A turn to the right is clockwise or anticlockwise?
• Clockwise

• If the dial was turned three quarters of a turn to 
the right, what would the oven be set to now?

• 180



Real World Applications of Clockwise and Anticlockwise Directions:
Righty Tighty, Lefty Loosey



The Compass – A handy mnemonic 

Naughty Elephants Squirt Water

North East South West

Points of a compass clockwise 
from North.



The Compass Rose
Cardinal Points NORTH

000°
Or

360°

EAST
090°

SOUTH
180°

WEST
270°

NORTHEAST
045°

NORTHWEST
315°

SOUTHEAST
135°

SOUTHWEST
225°

A Nor’easter is the name 
of a storm that delivers 
NE winds to the East 
Coast of the USA.

A Sou’wester is an oilskin 
hat worn by seafarers 
with a large brim at the 
back to prevent water 
going down the neck. 



Aurora Borealis Video



The Earth is a 
BIG Magnet!

• The Earth’s core is made up of molten 
iron which moves due to convection 
and generates a magnetic field.

• A compass has a small needle of 
magnetized metal which aligns with 
the Earth’s magnetic field.

• The True North Pole is the point about 
which the Earth rotates in space 
forming an axis to the South Pole.

• As the Earth is a sphere it can be 
difficult to draw flat maps accurately.  
This results in a difference between 
Grid North and True North.

• The Magnetic North Pole moves and 
occasionally changes polarity (this is a 
slow process and polarity changes only 
occur once every 800,000 years or so!)

• The red end of the needle points 
towards the Magnetic North Pole.



Practice Exam Questions

• We will now look at a practice exam questions at the different levels 
of Maths you are studying.

• Try to complete the question on your own and write down your 
answer.

• And remember…



Always Read the Question
And always re-read the questions at the end.



Sample Exam Question – EL3



Sample Exam Question – L1



Exercise – Directions to the Train Station



Exercise – Directions to the Train Station



Exercise Directions to the Train Station

• Work in pairs.

• Write a series of directions as if you were describing to someone how to 
get to St. Austell Train Station from ReachOut Creative Futures.

• Include positional vocabulary, such as turn left or right, where appropriate.

• Include compass directions, such as head north or east.

• Using the scale provided, estimate distances.

• We will score each groups directions afterwards.



Review the directions you were given
• Score the other team based upon:

• Clarity of instructions.  Were they easy to understand?               / 5
(Note: Directions can be clear even if they are not accurate!)

• How far did the directions take you toward the station? / 5

• Overall score out of 5? / 5
(Would you ask this team for directions again?)

Total Score: / 15       



Directions to the station – sample answer

• As you leave ReachOut Creative Futures, turn right and walk to the 
end of East Hill.

• Turn right, and follow High Cross Street for 300 metres in a north-
easterly direction.

• After 300 metres, turn left into the Train Station.



OS – Explorer Map: Ben Nevis & Fort William
Scale: 1:25,000





A Route from 
Glen Nevis YHA 
to the Summit 
of Ben Nevis 



Next Lesson

• We will plot a simplified route from Glen Nevis YHA to the summit of 
Ben Nevis.

• Using the red plot, you will measure the Distance of each leg using 
the scale 1:25,000.

• You will establish the Heading (N, NE, E etc.) and give the Bearing (the 
angle).

• You will then fill in the Route Card for this journey.



OS – Explorer Map: Ben Nevis & Fort William
Scale: 1:25,000



Common Map Scales

• Maps are scale drawings of real locations from a bird’s eye (aerial) 
perspective.  Typical map scales for walking and hiking include:  

• 1:10,000  - 1cm on the map represents 10,000cm or 100m or 0.1km.
(A 10cm line on the map would be 1km long in real life)

• 1:25,000  - 1cm on the map represents 25,000cm or 250m or 0.25km.
(A 4cm line on the map would be 1km long in real life)

• 1:50,000  - 1cm on the map represents 50,000cm or 500m or 0.5km.
(A 2cm line on the map would be 1km long in real life)



Walking in the Mountains

• When you go walking in the mountains, always make sure you have a map 
and compass in addition to any other forms of navigation (GPS, mobile 
apps etc.)

• Make sure you know how to use a map and compass before setting off.
• Make sure your phone is fully charged and protect it from water 

(rain/snow) and the cold!
• Make sure you are wearing appropriate clothing for the conditions and 

have spare layers that are both wind and waterproof.
• Be aware that mountain tops are often colder and windier than conditions 

at lower levels.
• If you are in any doubt, or weather conditions deteriorate, turn back while 

you can.







OS – Explorer Map: Ben Nevis & Fort William
Scale: 1:25,000







A simplified plot for directions from Glen Nevis YHA to the summit of Ben Nevis



Exercise: Ben Nevis Route Card (simplified)

LEG HEADING DISTANCE BEARING

1 North East 1km 045°

2

3

4

5

• Fill in the route card below following the track of the red lines on your map.
• The LEG is the section walked in one direction.
• The HEADING is the nearest matching compass cardinal direction (i.e. north, south, southwest etc.)
• The DISTANCE is that travelled on that leg (i.e. measure the section of track – the red line)
• The BEARING is the compass direction quoted in degrees (remember that North is 0 degrees)
• The first leg has been completed for you.



Exercise: Ben Nevis Route Card (simplified)

LEG HEADING DISTANCE BEARING

1 North East 1km 045°

2 South East 1km 135°

3 North East 1km 045°

4 South East 1.5km 135°

5 East 1km 090°

• Fill in the route card below following the track of the red lines on your map.
• The LEG is the section walked in one direction.
• The HEADING is the nearest matching compass cardinal direction (i.e. north, south, southwest etc.)
• The DISTANCE is that travelled on that leg (i.e. measure the section of track – the red line)
• The BEARING is the compass direction quoted in degrees (remember that North is 0 degrees)
• The first leg has been completed for you.



Private Study/Homework

• Read the section of the CGP Textbook (photocopies) relevant to your 
level of study.

• Attempt all questions.

• Look at the copy of Ordnance Survey Map Symbols and familiarise 
yourself with their meaning.



Any Questions?



Thank you!





END OF LESSON
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